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Come to The Fair
• Victor Chapin
WHEN Rosa got off the EI
at her stop — Houston Street
^- she met several girls she
knew on the platform. They waved
to her and hurried past. Rushing
down the iron steps to the street,
they called back to her: "See you
at the festal"
Rosa paused halfway down the
steps to let others in a hurry behind
her get by. Festa fever! Everybody
had it, she thought, except her. Yet,
she used to get it, she remembered,
every year. But this year she was
immune, just as if she were not
Italian and her parents had not
come from Naples.
For a second she wondered if she
were losing her faith. But it could
not be that, she thought, because
she prayed now more than ever, if
not to San Gennaro, the patron
saint of Naples, then to many others.
And she had never seen Naples,
though she had dreamed of it. Per-
haps it was because she knew now
she never would.
When she reached the bottom of
the stairs and started \valking up
the street, she saw that people were
already streaming into Ehzabeth
Street. She could see the arc of
lights over the entrance to the street.
It would be turned on soon and the
street would be bathed in colored
light. There would be a band-—
several bands ^- and dancing. There
would be street parties, special
foods, w^ine. and singing.
Shaking her head, she turned her
back to Elizabeth Street. By going
down Mott she could get to her
street without passing the festa
crow^ds.
At home, she knew, her mother,
father, and brother were waiting
eagerly. The PestaJ In her house
the girls she had grown up with
were putting on new dresses, trying
new ways to do their hair. The
festal
She began to walk faster, telling
herself she couldn't help it. The
festa was always a promise that
was never kept, and when it was
over, you were poorer for the money
foolishly spent, and sadder for the
year that had to pass before it was
festa time again.
Still, she thought, she should
relent for this one week. She should
smile, and stop scolding her brother,
preaching to her father, arguing
with her mother! For a week she
should forget her plans, relax her
saving, suspend her hopes!
Then, turning into Prince Street,
where she lived, she saw overflow-
ing garbage cans lined up at every
door, bars and pool parlors, the store
w^here they took bets, and the doc-
tors office where girls in trouble
went.
How could she join the festa lo
celebrate with her neighbors some-
thing or someone she did not under-
stand? How could she dance and
sing when all she wanted, all she
asked of life, was somehow to get
away from here?
Reaching her house, she went
into the refuse-littered hall. She
1
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stopped ty tKe mailboxes and lifted
the flap of Kers. Its lock had rusted
long ago and the key was lost. It
was empty.
"Rosa!"
She turned and saw a girl sitting
on the last step but one of the
stone staircase that led upstairs.
"Hello, Norma," she said. Then,
seeing that Norma had given her-
self a new Toni and tied a green
silk bow in her hair, she added:
"You look beautiful. Norma.
Norma wasn't beautiful. She
knew it and Rosa knew it, but she
had a strong personality and a good
figure, which was, they both knew,
as good as being beautiful.
"Thanks," Norma said. "Gawd
knows I tried!" She looked at Rosa
with both respect and regret. Rosa
was beautiful, she knew. But she
did \vish Rosa -would make more of
herself. "You -want I should lend
you a dress tonight?" she asked.
"No, thanks," Rosa answered,
"not tonight."
"You don't go on dates no more,"
Norma said. She stated the fact
without comment, though it was one
she worried about. Rosa, she
thought, -was becoming spinsterish.
But she had learned it was unwise
to question Rosa. "Then you don't
have a date tonight? " she asked.
;;no."
"Then would you . . ." Norma
paused and patted her hair nerv-
ously. She got up from the step.
"Rosa, just for me '— for old times
sake ^- a favor, a real big favor?
I don't ever ask you favors, Rosa.
"
"What is it? " Rosa knew what
the favor was, but she pretended
she did not to give herself time to
prepare a defense.
"Joe has a friend — from the army
—
' a swell guy named Bruno, Italian,
Catholic, from upstate. But now
he's moved to New York to take a
job and he don't know any girls.
He's never seen a festa, Rosa. Think
of that! And I promised Joe.
"
"What about Aida? " Rosa asked
quickly.





Norma was next-to-oldest in a
family of six girls, all of them named
for opera heroines. "W^hat about
Mimi? " Rosa asked, more from
desperation than conviction, since
Mimi was not yet of a proper age
for dating.
Ignoring the question of Mimi,
Norma renewed her attack. "Please.
Rosa, " she said, "just this once.
I'll never ask you again, honest.
'
"This house is full of girls, all
waiting for dates.
"
"I've tried them. Anyway, Joe
wants it should be you. Joe says
you're class. He wants Bruno
should meet a girl with class.
"
"No, " Rosa said firmly. Then
she relented somewhat. "Thanks,
Norma, " she said. "It's nice of
you, and I appreciate it. But I
can't."
"Why not?"
"I don't go on blind dates. I
promised my father.
"
"I don't believe you. My father
told me your father told him it
isn t true.
"Sorry, Norma. No blind dates!
*
"No dates, period. That's you.
W^hat's the matter you don't like
boys?"
"I don't like bohunks, thank you."




"Then how do you know?
"
"Because he's Joe's friend, and
Joe is no bohunk.
"
"No, Joe is all right. He'll be a
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good nusband. But for every Joe
tliere's a Kundred bohunks.
"
"I met Joe on a blind date.
"
"Yes, and now you're engaged
and soon you'll be married and then
tKe kids'II start coming. You'll live
all your life in this place, or some
place like it, and in ten years wnat
will you be? Just like your Mama,
that's what, and hke my Mama
and Joe's Mama.
"
Awed by Rosa's passionate bitter-
ness. Norma backed away. "It don't
have to be like that," she muttered.
Doesn't it?
"
"No! " Norma began to feel in-
dignant. "You should be so lucky,"
she added defiantly.
"For me, " Rosa said quietly,
"that's not lucky enough."
Norma lost her temper. "So
what's the matter with you? What
do you want any\vay? You think
you should marry a prince or some-
thing?"
Shaking her head, half in anger
and half in repentance, Rosa
squeezed past Norma and started
up the stairs. Norma's voice climbed
the stairs with her. "Stuck-up,
that's you! What you got to be
so stuck-up about? What makes
you so different from anybody else?
That's what I'd like to know.
"
"Please, please, " Rosa cried. "I'm
sorry, Norma. Please! " Her voice
was so harsh with pain that Norma
said no more.
W^hen she got to her floor. Rosa
looked in her purse for a key to the
hall lavatory. But she had forgotten
it! She went to her door and
stopped. Voices came from inside:
the ever-rising Italian voices of her
mother and father and the staccato
sound of her brother's American
voice.
W^earily, she opened the door and
went in. Papa and Johnnie were
sitting at the round table with the
red checked cloth. The only light
in the room came from an over-
hanging lamp with a fringe shade.
"Hello." Rosa said. "What's the
matter now?
"
Papa jumped up from the table
and held out his arms. "Rosa
mia," he cried dramatically, "figlia
gloriosaJ"
"Speak English, Papa," Rosa said
mechanically. She went to him and
kissed his cheek. Whenever she
was close to him, she was conscious
of his smallness, his thinness, his
worn face, and his beautiful, be-
wildered eyes. Like an animal in
the zoo, she always thought.
But Papa wasn't an animal, she
reminded herself. Papa was a man,
a man who couldn't keep a job, a
man she loved and wanted to take
care of. More than anything else,
she wanted to protect what was left
of his pride.
"We can't go to the festa. Sis,"
Johnnie said flatly, as if this was
another of the many unarguable,




Rosa shrugged and moved toward
her brother. Johnnie was twelve,
ten years younger than she. He had
already been in trouble once with a
gang of older boys. Ever since that
had happened, she had come home
from work every night and looked at
her brother the way a doctor looks
at a patient whose ailment baffles
him. He was not to be conquered
by the life of the streets. He was
going to college, at her expense. On
that she was determined. She had
become strict and short-tempered
with him. and he resented it she
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knew. Leaning down to kiss nim
now. sKe thought: Already he
wants to be a man!
"You don't need money for the
festa," she said.
"What about the scampi and
grinders?" Johnnie demanded.
"What good's a festa without
them?"
"You walk in the street and look
at the people.
'
"That'sa right," Papa said eager-
ly, "and you dance. Maybe you
dance witha the ragazza upastairs?
You dance witha Leonora Croce.
"Ah. she's just a kid." Johnnie
said, making a race.
"He'll dance with me, " Rosa said.
"You no have'a the date?
"No, Papa."
"What'sa the mat' that you no
have'a the date?
"I don't want to talk about it.
Papa."
"Senta, cara. Che cosa? Sei am-
malaha?"
"No. Papa. Speak English,
please. You have to practice.
"Thirty year I practice. What
you want?
Mama came in from the kitchen.
Seeing Rosa, she redirected her
ponderous course. She came to her
and enveloped her in her arms.
Then she began to sob.
"Mama, mama." Rosa whispered.
"Don't cry, please.'
Mama's fat shook with sobbing.
"Rosa," she cried. "It'sa your Papa.
He loves'a the num' more than he
lovesa me.'
"Papa, again?" Rosa looked re-
proachfully at her father over her
mother's shoulder.




"I dream, yes, the num'. I go
down a big hall. I knock on alia
the doors. Alia the doors, they
have'a the same num'."
"So now^ we can't go to the festa,"
Johnnie said.
"Papa, you promised mie."
"Two, three dollar, Rosa, what'sa
thedif?"
"It adds up. Papa, and when it's
all you've got extra."
Papa lowered his eyes and reached
for his pipe. He was ashamed, Rosa
knew. Much as she thought he
should be, she could not bear to be
a witness to his repentance. "For-
get it, Papa, " she said.
"You got mioney. Sis? " Johnnie
asked.
"Tomorrow's pay day. I've got
only sixty- five cents.
"
"W^ell. that's something."
" Sixty-f ive'a cents!" Mama
gasped. "You canna give sixty-
five'a cents to San Gennaro. It sa
the insult!"
"What about grinders and
scampi?" Johnnie asked.
"Firsta you give to San Gennaro.
Then you eat. maybe.
"
Rosa had known that day that
money would be needed for the
festa. But she had resisted the
temptation to go to the bank. Five
dollars was her savings for a week.
"The festa is free. " she said.
"Not without you give'a to San
Gennaro," Mama said. "Niente
festa senza offertal"
"What about your sugar bowl
money. Mama?
"
Mama's shoulders heaved indig-
nantly. She pointed a fat, stubby
finger at Johnnie. "How you know
that?" she demanded.
"Ah. Mama, we all know about
your sugar bowl money.'
"I no touch'a the bowl, " Mama
said. "It'sa for the dottore."
"W^ho'sa sick? " Papa asked.
"Giovanni go out in the street.
Come to the Fair
He chase'a tKe ball. Always Ke
chase. Soon comesa the car and he
breaka the leg. How we pay the
dottore?"
"Ah, Mama, I'm not going to
break my leg.
"
"Yes. you breaka the leg, ana
nobody care. Nobody care they
take'a you to free ospitale. Ira it s
the free, they cutta you up. Cutta
you up for the studenti to watch!
Carried away by her fears. Mama
burst into sobbing again.
"Please, Mama." Rosa said. ' Use
the sugar bowl money tonight and
I'll pay you back tomorrow^."
"Gee, Sis," Johnnie shouted.
"You're swelll
"
Mama sat down at the table and
dried her eyes with her apron. She
looked out over a corner of it sus-
piciously. "How much you give a
for San Gennaro? " she asked.
"Whatever you say, Mama,"
Rosa answered.
"Two dollar, " Mama said.
"All right. Shall we eat first?
"
"No," Johnnie protested. "I don't
want spaghetti. I want scampi and
grinders."
Mama nodded acceptance and,
with a martyr's smile, got up and
went to the kitchen.
"Rosa," Papa said softly. "I do'a
it for you. It'sa the only hope. If I
never hitta the num', then we never
have's the vacash, Johnnie never
getta the books, and the pretty dress
for you, the w^ashamacchina for
Mama."
"I know. Papa," Rosa said, put-
ting a hand on his arm. "But noth-
ing comes for free. You know that!
Next time you dream a number, ask
me. Then Mama won't know."
Now Papa was in tears. Rosa
turned away from him. Mama cried
for relief. Papa cried from sorrow.
A man shouldn't cry, she thought.
He shouldn't have to. "Don't worry.
Papa, " she said quickly. "I'll have
a better job soon. I've got the
experience now.
"Rosa, you mustta get married.
It'sa time now.
"Someday. Papa, maybe. I'm still
"You no meet a the boy in the
office?"
"There are boys. Papa. Some of
them are nice. I guess. But they've
got families, too."
"Kosa, Rosa mia." Papa took his
pipe out of his mouth and stared
at it. He held it out, as if for her
inspection. "Rosal" Her name vi-
brated like a question in the air.
Then there was a scream from the
kitchen. Mama, rushing out with
the sugar bowl, held it aloft in
trembling hands. "LadroV she
screamed. "Sporcnezzol Abhiet-
tezzoJ"
"What's the matter. Mama?"
"WTiat happened?"
The sugar bowl fell from Mama's
hands and smashed. With a ter-
rible cry. Mama sank into a chair
by the table. "He steal from me,"
she moaned. "He take a food from
his children."
"What you mean?" Papa de-
manded.
"Where'sa the sugar bowl
money?
'
"I didna take it."
"You spenda it all for the nums .
Rosa put a hand on her mother's
shaking back. "Papa, did you?
"
she asked softly.
"No, Rosa, I swear."
"Then where'sa the mon*?" Mama
cried.
"I don' know. I never toucha the
bov^'ll
"
"Now we can't go!" Johnny said,
tearfully. "I'm hungry!"
"Be quiet! " Rosa commanded.
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"There's spaghetti in the kitchen.
Go and eat something.
"
Johnnie walked sadly toward the
kitchen. At the door, he turned and
looked down at his mother. "Maybe
you put it somewhere else. Mama."
Mama shook her head and her
sobs increased. But then, suddenly,
they stopped. She looked up and
stared wide-eyed at Papa. "DioJ"
she cried. "Santissima Virgine.^"
She hurled herself from the chair
to her knees. Reaching out, she
she grabbed Papa's ankles. "Per-
aonami! she whispered.
Papa raised Mama from her
knees and kissed her. They wept
and babbled together while Johnnie
and Rosa looked at each other in
embarrassment.
Then where aia you put it?
"
Johnnie demanded when he could
stand no more.
Mama turned from Papa and put
a hand to her forehead. "Ho dimen-
ticato," she said. "Non posso
ricordare."
"Thinh, Mama," Johnnie pleaded.
Mama shook her head violently
and began to sob again.
"When did you change the place.
Mama?" Rosa asked gently.
"When I see Papa in the street
go in to the number man. Maybe
two. three day! I come home and
I change'a the place because I'm
afraid Papa dreama the num'."
You took the money from the




"W^hat place, Mamia? " Johnnie
cried.
Mama struck her forehead several
times. Then she sobbed again and
collapsed in her chair. "Non mi
tormentare," she said.
"What'II we do? " Johnnie asked.
"Eat something, " Rosa answered.
And walk in the street. Be grate-
ful for what we've got.
"
"Yeah? " Johnnie said spitefully.
What have we got?
"
Rosa raised a hand and rushed
toward Johnnie to strike him. A
v^^ildness within her was suddenly
released. Mama screamed and Papa
ran to stop her.
But she was stopped first by a
knocking at the door.
"Who'sa that?" Mama asked in
a muffled voice.
"I'll go," Rosa said. Still pant-
ing with rage, she v^'ent to the door.
Her hair was rumpled and she had
torn her dress under the sleeve when
she raised her arm.
As she opened the door, she pre-
pared to deal harshly with vi'hoever
was there.
It was a man, tall, well-dressed,
good-looking. He was carrying an
orchid in a cellophane box.
"Yes? " Rosa demanded.
"Miss Croce? I'm Bruno Lorusso."
"Croce? Upstairs! " Rosa said.
"But are you j
"No, I'm not. Norma Croce lives
upstairs.
'
"Oh," Bruno said. "I'm sorry."
"That's all right." Rosa started
to close the door, but Bruno put
out a hand.
"Please," he said, smiling. "Are
n't you Norma's friend?
"
"Not that friend, " Rosa said. She
shut the door and turned the lock.
"What'sa the mat'?" Papa asked.
Turning to face them, Rosa saw
that Papa, Mama, and Johnnie were
all looking at her as if she had done
something strange. "He wanted
Croce, " she said.
"Why you so mean?" Mama
asked softly.
"BohunkI" Rosa said.
"Nice looking boy," Papa said.
"Nice Italian boy. Never see him
Come to the Fair
aroun' here before.
"
"He's from upstate, " Rosa said.
"How come you know him?
"
Mama demanded.
"I don't. Norma told me.
"





"I don't go on blind dates."
Mama looked at her sharply.
Then she shrugged. "So now you
see him. It'sa not the bhnd."
"I'll fix the spaghetti." Rosa, who
was no longer w^illing to return her
mother's accusing stare, went into
the kitchen. She put water on to
boil and hghted the fire under the
pot with the sauce. Angry with her-
self for the tears that wanted to
flow, she began to wash dishes that
were already clean. Soon she was
interrupted by a noise. There was
a steam pipe that ran through the
house in the kitchen corners. It was
banging now. Rosa ignored the
sound and rattled pots and pans to
make a louder sound. But the bang-
ing persisted. Rosa went to the
kitchen window^. opened it, and
leaned out into the air shaft. "What
do you want? " she shouted.




Rosa, he's crazy about you.
"
I said no and I mean no."
"But it wouldn't be a blind date
now^.
'
"Pick a girl up at the festa," Rosa
shouted. "There'll be plenty of
them."
"Rosa, for God's sake," Norma
pleaded. "What can you lose?"
"Everything," Rosa said, but only
to herself.
"If you change your mind,"
Norma said, "just bang on the
pipe."
Rosa slammed her window shut.
'What'sa the noise?" Papa asked.
He was standing in the kitchen
door.
"Nothing," Rosa said.
Papa moved to Rosa's side at
the sink. "You seena my pipe
cleaners? " he asked.
"No, Papa."
W^hat'sa the mat' I never find
pipe cleaners?
"
You put them somewhere and
then you forget, like Mama with the
money.
"
Papa shrugged, an eloquent, Nea-
politan shrug, and walked away
from the sink. He took his pipe
from his mouth, examined it care-
fully, and walked to the corner. He
tapped the bowl vigorously on the
steam pipe. He looked at the bowl
again and then tapped it more
vigorously still.
Papa, " Rosa cried, "what are
you doing?"
"I cleana the pipe."
"Papa, you banged on the pipe!"
Rosa ran to the window and threw
it open. "Normal" she called.
"He's on his way down," Norma
shouted.
"But it was a mistake," Rosa
cried. "Papa banged on the pipe
with his pipe.
"
"Too late! " Norma voice was
triumphant. Then Rosa heard her
window crash shut above.
Rosa closed her window and
turned back to Papa. "I think you
did it on purpose," she said.
"Me? What I do?"
"Never mind." Rosa patted her
father's arm and went into the liv-
ing room. She crossed to the outside
door and fastened the chain in place.
Turning back, she saw Mama
watching her. "Why you so mean?"
Mama asked.
Rosa sighed and, to evade Mama's
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eyes, looked down at Ker dress.
There was a knock at the door.
Mama got up. Her large loose body
was now taut with determination.
"It'sa my door," she announced.
"Ifa he knock, I go."
"All right. Mama," Rosa said.
"I'll go through with it. I guess I
have to, or it would be rude."
Mama smiled benignly and nod-
ded her head. Her fat relaxed again.
Rosa went to the bedroom door.
"I have to dress," she said. "Tell
the bohunk to wait."
Mama started for the door. Rosa
stopped her. "Let Johnnie go. she
said. Then she beckoned to Mama.
"Did you wash my girdle today?
'
she asked when Mama was close.
Mama smiled and nodded. She
pointed to the bedroom. Then, sud-
denly, her face contorted and her
body was convulsed. She put a
hand to her forehead and ran to
the second bedroom.
"What's the matter with Mama?"
Johnnie asked.
Rosa ran after her mother. When
she came back, she was smiling.
"Mama remembered where she hid
the money," she said.
"Gee!" Johnnie cried happily.
"Where was it?"
"Never mind," Rosa said. "It
was a very safe place.
The knocking at the door was
now persistent and insistent.
"Let him in," Rosa said.
W^hen Bruno entered the room
he found Papa and Mama dancing
together. Johnnie danced around
him and without bothering with in-
troductions cried: "Hey, Mister,
Mama found the sugar bowl
money!"
W^hile they were watching a rock-
and-roll exhibition, Bruno tried to
take Rosa's hand again. Then he
tried a third time when they were
standing in front of the grandstand
listening to the band play excerpts
from Forza del Destino.
"Look, you," Rosa said sharply,
turning to face him. "I haven't had
a date in six months, and you know
why? Because I don't hold hands,
not even that, that's why. I've got
that reputation."
"Sure, sure," Bruno said quietly.
"I get it."
"I'm sorry," Rosa said, softening
her tone.
"That's all right. You've got a
mind of your own. Nothing wrong
with that."
"It isn't that," Rosa protested.
"No? What is it, then?"
"It's just that I can't." Rosa hesi-
tated and looked aw^ay nervously.
"I can't afford to mess around. I
don't have time."
"W^hy not?" Bruno asked.
"Because I've got a family," Rosa
said, flaring up again. "That's why.
Isn't that a good enough reason?
I've got a family and I've got to
take care of them."
"I know, " Bruno said. "Norma
told me. You take care of them
good. But that isn't everything."
"Yes, it is," Rosa said emphat-
ically. "Haven't you got a family
to think about?"
"No," Bruno answered. "I'm an
orphan."
"Oh, I'm sorry."
"Nothing to be sorry about. I
grew up in an orphanage, upstate.
All I know about my family is that
they were Italian. The Sisters
named me Bruno Lorusso. It means
Brown the Russian. Brown because
I was so dark, and the Russian
because I was left on the doorstep
of a Russian family. But they
couldn't keep me.
"
"Oh, but how do you know you're
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really Italian?"
"Because tHe note pinned on me
was written in Italian. I've still got
the note."
"Oh, I'm sorry." Rosa could think
of nothing else to say.
"That's why I'm attracted to a
family likes yours.
"
"The Croces are a bigger family.
Mama had three more children, but
they died."
"None of the Croce girls are like
you, though, are they?
"
"No? How do you know what
I'm like?"
"I know. You're the breadwinner.
It's written all over you. You never
think about yourself ^- but you're
scared."
"Scared? " Rosa repeated indig-
nantly. "That's what you think!"
Bruno smiled and took her arm.
She tried to pull away but he held
her tighter. "It's allowed," he said,
putting her arm under his. They
began to walk. Bruno smiled at the
strolling couples that passed them,
just as if he knew them all, and
they .smiled back. He pointed to
the band and the couples dancing,
to the food stands and the games
of chance, to the colored lights and
paper streamers. He beat time to
the music that was coming from
several directions. "Listen," he said,
"the voices from the next street!
They sound like crickets.
"
Everyone was joyous in his street,
as if he had something to celebrate.
But Rosa could not feel it. She
knew it was a beautiful night, cool
but not cold, an autumn night with
a three-quarters moon that showed
its face above the roofs.
"This is what you're scared of,"
Bruno said suddenly. He had to
shout to be heard above the festa
noises.
"What? What do you mean?"
"This," Bruno said. "Life! You
don't love it, do you? You don't
appreciate it."
"Don't I?"
"No. You fight it. All the time,
you fight it. Just as you're fighting
me.
"




"Yeah? So what are you going
to do about it?"
Rosa tried again to pull away.
"I'll leave you here and go find my
family, " she said.
"W'^hat about tomorrow night?
"
"I've got a date."
"The next night?
"
"I've got a date."
"The night after that?
"
"Look," Rosa said harshly. "You
don't want another date with me.
I don't like you!"
"Don't you?"
Bruno was looking down at her
with an inoffensive but confident
smile. Rosa told herself that he was
unbearably conceited. But she
didn't believe it. W^hat he said was
conceited, but it didn't really come
out that way. He was tall, clean-
cut, and quiet. It was this quietness
of his that disturbed her. It didn't
fit with his good looks and the con-
ceit she assumed went with them.
It was true what he said, she
thought, she was fighting him. But
it was not what he thought. It was
more than an attraction she was
fighting. It was her intuition that
was giving her battle, for it told
her what she didn't want to know,
that Bruno was more than a bohunk.
Now Bruno tightened his arm
over hers. "I could make you like
me, " he said.
"Why should you bother?"
"Because I like you."
"Why?"
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"WKy? That's a gooJ question."
He released her arm and stepped
aside to look down at ner. Tnere s
no reason wny I snould, is there,
since you've been so uncKarming.
"
"I'm sorry," Rosa said softly. "I
can't help it.
"
"I've known a lot of girls in a
lot of places, " Bruno said slowly.
"I think I know what I want.
"
"Then it couldn't be I."
"No? Maybe not! But one thing
I do know, Rosa. I want to know
you better."
"But why?"
"Because I think there's a lot to
know."
Rosa stamped her foot to force
back the tears that were burning
her eyes. She moved ahead of Bruno
and looked in the crowd for her
family. She didn't look back,
though she knew Bruno was still
behind her.
He had just caught up with her,
just put a restraining, disturbing
hand on her shoulder, v^'hen the
air was shattered by a noise like
thunder and then by a tumult of
screaming that froze Rosa's blood.
Then Bruno was holding her and
she was screaming. People were
swarming round them, screaming
and trampling like animals in stam-
pede.
"Stand still." Bruno was saying.
'Don't move.'
"What is it? What's happened?"
"The grandstand] It collapsed."
"Mama! Rosa screamed. "Papal
Johnnie!
"
"We have to wait," Bruno said.
"We can't go in there. The police
are pulling them out."
"My God, do something. My
family are in there." Rosa began to
shake Bruno. She screamed and
laughed and tore at his clothes.




Screaming louder, Rosa suc-
cumbed to hysteria. She fought
Bruno with all her strength. She
ripped the lapels on his suit and dug
into his hair with her nails.
"Stop it, Rosa!
"
Bruno slapped her — hard across
the cheek. She gasped and fell back.
Staring at him with stunned hatred,
she covered her cheek and tried to
spit. But all her strength was gone,
and she collapsed against him.
They found Papa and Mama in
a doorway. Papa was crying with
his face against his knees. Mama,
silent and rigid, was stroking his
head. Then Johnnie was brought
out of the wreckage and put down
in the street before them. The crowd
stood back respectfully as Mama
rushed forward with Rosa and
Bruno. Papa did not move,
"Mama! Rosa! " Johnnies voice
was faint with pain.
"You're all right. Kid," Bruno
said. "You're all right. I know. I
can tell. You're all right!"
Mama was screaming now. Rosa
had to hold her across the arms,
fastening them tight against her
body. Johnnie was shaking under
the blanket they had used to cover
him. His teeth were chattering.
"Oh, my God, " Rosa moaned.
"W^hy don't they do something?"
"He's all right," Bruno said. "It's
only shock." He turned to Johnnie.
"It's just shock. Kid, " he said. "I
know. I had shock in the war.
They'll have something hot here for
you to drink soon. Then you'll be
fine."
"Bruno, " Rosa cried, "Bruno, you
won't leave us?"
"No, " Bruno answered. "I won't
leave you."
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Jonnnie was released from the
Kospital after a few hours of treat-
ment. When they came out, Bruno
callecl a cab and put them all in it.
Mama, because she was unwilling
to squeeze herself in back, sat up
front with the driver. Papa sat on
the jump seat. Johnnie, still wrap-
ped in a blanket, put his head on
Bruno's shoulder and went to sleep.
"That'sa the end," Papa mur-
mured, as the cab drove away.
"That'sa the end of the festa."
"No," Bruno said. "It's going on.
They'll build a new grandstand
overnight. The festa will go on.
"
"But why? " Rosa asked fiercely.
"Why should it go on? What is it
about the festa anyway? What
does it mean?
"
Bruno reached across Johnnie and
took her hand. "Wait till tomorrow
night, " he said, "and maybe you II
find out."
Rosa felt now too tired to fight
him. But when she looked again
at Johnnie, at his head on Bruno s
shoulder, she stiffened and tensed
her fingers. She could not afford
to be tired, she thought; she could
not give in now. She had no right.
But Bruno's hand, pressing hers,
denied it. Her hand argued with
his as she tried to pull away, but
his hand was stronger than hers,
and after a moment, with a long
sigh, she gave in. She closed her
eyes and let her head fall against
the seat. It rolled tentatively from
one side to the other for a while
and then came to rest on Bruno s
other shoulder.
The cab rounded a corner and
drove past Elizabeth Street. The
festa lights were still burning and
there was music coming from some-
where. The people of the crowd,
oblivious to all but celebration, were
beginning to dance again.
The Fern
Sue Abbott Boyd




this lace, this elegance.
W^ebs are not woven
by chance,
even now, in the presence of sun
an elderly lady partakes
of the bread of whole
conversation, pausing to pluck
a fragile leaf from the fern.
Explanation
• Sister Mary Honora, O.S.F.
AltKougK, witK foolscap and an ardent pen
used well, Ke tlius attained pennies and palm
of recognition (gift of bardic men
and editors), yet rivals without qualm
impute it to mere sw^eepstake circumstance
of posing witty lines, fourteen on trunk
as protocol. TKe critics look askance,
declare ancestral chromosomes had drunk
Pierian port, and deluged family blood
with iambs in hierachy of rime
and sodden metaphors. (Enough to flood
yes, pulp, the Writers' Mart with wordy chyme).
Prosaics, pardon! He knew all the while
the sonnet placed, for in it purled her smile.
In Same Such Guise
# Charles E. Eaton
let her come in white or green or rose —^
1 have lost and found her again and now would find
Her passion garmented, in just the way she chose.
For she must have discoverers such as to no country ever came •—
The naked savage will not do, he who knew the forest first.
Nor that seigneur -who shows his manners like a name.
There is a terrible and beautiful place in the heart
Where the virgins don and undo their clothes forever.
Pick up, cast down, adorn and tear themselves apart.
So to be discovered she might come in white.
Cinctured and yet trailing the chaos of that place
Where the dread sisterhood cannot put their dress aright.
I cannot prophesy her choice of love's soft, changing shades •—'
There is always the return into that haunt of disquisition
If, in one step toward the conqueror, every conquest fades.
Such are the extremities when we search for place ^-
As though God did wrong to swaddle us at all




THIS was Paris in summer. JoKn
Aritan had cKosen a small side-
walk cafe beneath cunningly
arranged canvas and green trees, a
cavern of comfort on a fiery street.
The person occupying the table
was introduced as Monsieur Levee.
This gentleman, frosted by age. had
an alert face above clothing which
must have survived the last century.
A bizarre effect was presented by a
strong bar of sunhght which struck
across his eyes hice a fairy mask,
through which he surveyed the
world indomitably.
Here was a hawlc, I decided, an
old hawk retired from the hunt.
"Mr. Joseph," murmured Aritan.
presenting me to the patriarch be-
fore placing an order for brandy.
"Ahl An Enghshman," acknowl-
edged Monsieur Levee, his voice
unsuspectedly hquid for one so
ancient. "Is it possible you might
have known my friend Paxton? No.
No, I suppose not."
Sipping the delivered liquor ap-
preciatively, he pierced me with
his fierce gaze, and immediately
launched into a narrative.
"It was 1855," he began. "I was
fifty years old at the time and cele-
brating my birthday alone on this
very spot when Paxton came upon
me.
"Having business in Germany, he
was in a hurry as usual. Always
in search of the English pound was
Paxton, an idol he worshipped un-
der the misnomer patriotism. Ex-
pansion of the Empire! Bahl
"An avid follow^er of Hobbs, Pax-
ton was a dogmatic materialist. His
error, unfortunate man, was a denial
of God, an ignorance of Heaven,
and a scorn of Hell. His consuming
hatred was Spiritualism, just then
gaining a foothold in quasi-intellec-
tual circles of Europe.
"It is characteristic of small minds
to pommel small matters and con-
ceive small hatreds. Spiritualism is,
undeniably, a minor academic ques-
tion. The basic dogma is the exist-
ence of God. Observe, Monsieur,
without God what is left of the
dead to return?
"To imagine spiritualism as spirit-
uality is a logical error, but, to
Paxton's mind the two were synon-
ymous. I, therefore, being a reli-
gious man must also be a spiritualist.
"Were it not for our mutually
explosive tempers, this would have
been laughable.
"^oilal I find myself a party to
an asinine wager, to wit: that upon
a day in the near future, Paxton
and I should probe a supposedly
haunted domicile — this in England
where such abound.
"Alas for temper!
"Observe, Monsieur, in my philos-
ophy is no disbelief in ghosts as
such. Being a devout Roman Cath-
olic, I bow to the Will of God in
these matters. Should He desire
the dead to return, what is that
to me?
"On the other hand, mindful of
the advice of Holy Mother Church;
realizing that to meddle is forbid-
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den; aware tKat Satan, who has
been given great and unknown
powers by the Creator, might be
interested; I did not approach this
experiment lightly."
Monsieur Levee replenished his
brandy, and transfixed us with his
eagle eye meditatively.
"I see you look askance one or
another. Ah, yes! The plot is
famihar, even hackneyed. Only
bear with me:
"Late one September evening we
approached the disturbed house
through an enshrouding English
mist. It is evil to look upon, this
manor house, and quite suitable
for spirits.
"By report only two rooms were
so menaced: an upstairs bedroom,
and the hbrary which was at the
foot of the stairs.
"It was decided that we should
separate. Paxton won the bedroom,
so I erected a cot in the library and
prepared to spend an uncomfortable
night. But for one who fully ex-
pected to lose the wager, my prep-
arations were more in keeping with
secret trepidation. In addition to
the cot I had a lantern, a bucket of
ice, a small bottle of champagne,
two books and a small wooden
crucifix. This last was around my
neck.
"Since the manifestations were
reputed to take place between mid-
night and 6:00 A.M.. and it was
much before that time, I placed the
champagne on ice and settled myself
to read.
"Thus came, and passed, mid-
night.
"At 1:30 A.M. a sweep of rain
cut across the windows and fright-
ened me severely. Recovered, I con-
tinued to read.
"Around 2:00 A.M. my lantern,
heretofore quite bright, faded slow-
ly. Using matches, I ascertained
the wick was low, adjusted it, re-
lighted, and returned to my chair.
Both incidents were without a doubt
coincidence, yet, I was shaken.
"The climax arrived at a quarter
to 3:00 A.M. I was drifting into a
light slumber when suddenly came
a stunning shock sufficient to vi-
brate the entire house. Something
bumped, rolled heavily down the
steps »— seeming to touch each in
turn -—' and came to rest outside my
darkened door.
"Leaping to my feet in fright I
stepped into the ice bucket, tripped
over the cot, overturned the lantern,
and wrenched my left hip. By the
time I had relighted the lantern,
Paxton was standing in the open
doorway.
"Yoilal" I exclaimed. "What
was that?"
"Fell down the steps," he swore.
"Bad condition! Should have the
attention of carpenters!"
"You inflicted upon me a very
grave fright," I told him frankly,
rubbing my injured hip in the mean-
time.
"Thought it was a ghost?" he
chuckled. "Fah! There'll be no
spirits this night ... or any other,
I'll wager!" Abruptly a puzzled
look crossed his features, and his
head turned in deep concern toward
the veindow which led into the
garden; an odd listening attitude
this, which chased thrills of appre-
hension down my spine.
"What is it?" I inquired anxi-
ously.
"Heard someone calling me from
the garden," he muttered.
"The garden in this wind and
rain?" I asked in amazement. "It
is impossible."
"You may be right," he grumbled.
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With that Ke turned and strode
from the room."
"You will have another brandy.
Monsieur Levee?" begged Aritan
after a moment's wait.
The old one waved his hand in
dissent.
Aritan coughed pohtely. but it
^vas I who asked the pertinent ques-
tion. "Paxton won the wager. Mon-
sieur?
"
"Eh?" Then as if understanding
my befuddlement, "But. nol" he
exclaimed. "You see, mon petit, Pax-
ton left the room by walking through
the stone wall."
"That," I ventured after a stun-
ned pause, "must have been quite
a shock."
"Indeed," admitted the old gentle-
man blandly. "I promptly stepped
into the ice bucket, tripped over the
cot, overturned the lantern, and
wrenched my right hip."
He smiled beatifically.
After regaining my composure.
I located Paxton's body at the foot
of the stairs where he had fallen
previously. Death had been in-
stantaneous."
"I do beheve." I protested to
Aritan later, "that he said he was
fifty years old in 1853. That would
make him 155 years old today."
"True," laughed Aritan, "but un-
important. This ancient one, he has
a meager pension which does not
allow for brandy, but which does
allow for a huge pride.
"His story? It is his way of repay-
ing hospitality. One buys him a
brandy, one hears a tale. A new
tale each week. He is what you
English call 'A gentleman of the
Old school.'
"
"As for seeing ghosts? " Aritan
shrugged. "It is well known to all
that Monsieur Levee can see noth-
ing. He has been blind since birth."
The Artificial Hoses
• Sue Abbott Boyd
By pre-arrangement
with some
pale sun, their petals are of
a lavender hue. Mistresses
of a pink boudoir, they nutter
soundless pulses and peek from under
delicate lashes at a light lady
who braves the late evening breezes




Me like a faw that seeks
Its timid mother on
Trackless mountain peaks
Needlessly afraid
Of the woods, of the breeze.
Of leaf-rusthng trees.
Of lizards darting in
The bramble.
I shan't
Crush or pounce upon
You like a tiger ^- can't
You see it's time to flee
Your mother for a mate?
Conquerors
# Samuel Hazo
Over time no Caesar is supreme
nor Nero plucking on a lute
as Rome disintegrates in flame.
Caligula the Mad lies mute.
Attila and the Genghis Khan
impale no skulls on javelins
in victory among the Huns.
Conquistador is dust in Spain.
The time of Rome and Rubicon
perplexes plunderer or king.
Caligulas and Caesars moan
in froth or blood as Neros sing.
Huns in hate attack their khans.
Conquistadors die suicides.
Something for history remains.
Nothing of mastery abides.
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Drama Vs. The Theater
in Henry James
• Lionel D. Wyld
I
TO SPEAK of Henry James as a dramatist is to pose, if not a paradox,at least a kind of contradiction in terms. If we are content to accept
merely the fact that he wrote material in dialogue form, ostensibly for
stage production, we might call him a playwright, particularly if we use
the qualifying adjective "unsuccessful. " The paradox arises from the fact
that James, unable to be a dramatist in the medium of the stage, did go
on to w^rite dramatic novels; the contradiction in terminology is evident if
we consider that James as a dramatist — that is, when working in the
medium of the stage '— was rather pecuharly, and unfortunately, not a
"dramatist." However, criticism has tended to attach, I think, far too much
importance to the question either of success or lack of it during those years.
The problem appears rather to be one of interest than of weight, for it
may well be, as Blackmur suggests, that "much of it was water in sand
that only rearranged the grains, though much of it was exquisitely molded."^
The reasons behind James's turn to the world of the drama are not
hard to discover. Primarily, of course, his hfelong interest in the theatre
would have made it strange for him not to have been tempted to try his
hand in working creatively for it. And, by his own admission, as seen in
much of his correspondence, his yearning for success, particularly financial
success, thrust him directly into the arms of the so unresponsive Muse of
the stage. His disbenef in the artistic permanence of his early fiction, and
a very practical concern over what he considered the need to reahze a
more sufficient monetary return, are hkewise evident in the letters.
After his three initial experiments,^ James turned in 1882 to a dramati-
zation of his popular short story "Daisy Miller." The script was returned
by Daniel Frohman, then manager of the Madison Square Theatre, New
York, as being "too literary. It had too much talk and not enough action."^
Nothing came of James's subsequent attempts to interest London managers,
and he published it the following spring. He had had an initiation into the
life of a dramatist which would have more intensified repetitions. In
November of 1882 he confided in his notebook a point of view which was
ever afterwards to plague him. "I have learned very vividly," he said of
1 "Henry James." Literary History of the United States, ed. fcy Robert E. Spiller, and otKers
(New York, 1948). II, 1943.
2Pyramus andThishe (1869), Still Waters (1871 ), and A Change of Heart (1872).
3 Quoted in Leon Edel (ed.), The Complete Plays (New York, 1949), 117.
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tKe English stage, "that if one attempts to work for it one must be preparea
for disgust . . .
"* This feeling marked the beginning of an unfortunate,
unreasonable dichotomy for James — a love of the drama and a detestation
of the theatre. This is perhaps best epitomized in a letter James wrote to
his brother WiUiam, after the Guy Domville affair (December 29. 1893),
"(T)he whole odiousness of the thing," he said, 'lies in the connection
between the drama and the theatre. The one is admirable in its interest
and difficulty, the other loathsome in its conditions."^ James was not to
take too seriously Frohman's criticism, but he did make one concession to
the stage: he gave Daisy Miller a happy ending.
It is of significant interest that immediately preceding his play The
American James should have written The Tragic Muse, which seemed "a
sort of anticipatory apologia . . . the embodiment of all his theatrical
observations thus far — his love of the Comedie Francaise, his despair at
the state of the Enghsh theatre, his appreciation of the artist's pecuhar
problems in the conflict of society."® He was now ready to give his
undivided attention to the drama. He wrote to WiUiam:
I have worked like a horse — far harder than anyone will ever know — over the
whole stiff mastery of "technique" — I have run it to earth, and 1 dont in the least
hesitate to say that, for the comparatively poor and meager, the piteously simplified,
purposes of the English stage, I have made it absolutely my own, put it into my pocketJ
Indeed he thought he had. and with the applause of The American ringing
in his ears, James was triumphantly happy. The London performances
resolved him to his newly-found but long-awaited talent. He was, as he
confessed to his brother, "utterly launched in the drama."
Much of the rest of the story of Henry James and his plays reads
similarly: it is the story of an artist thoroughly conscious of the problems
of his art, almost painstakingly sure of himself, resolved to master his
chosen form, immune to adverse criticism, buffeted by ill fortune and
unfavorable circumstances even when a play shows theatrical merit; an
artist determined to struggle, all too futilely. against an adversary he
unvi'ittingly felt he had mastered <— the world of the theatre itself. In his
caution and ardor, he neglected to realize the gulf existing between those
w^ho know the theatre from without and those who are of the theatre. His
failure in this respect was responsible for bitternesses he might otherwise
never have been forced into expressing.
The plays themselves are Jamesian types, with variations on familiar
themes. From the one-act dialogues to the three and four act major dramas.
James's stage is one replete with mixed or frustrated matings, forced
proposals, and assorted renunciatory heroes.
Humor and w^ittiness are far from lacking in James's plays, but it is
not often the sprightly, spontaneous humor the stage demands. It is rather
a conscious bantering of words among the cast. Such witty phrases are
4 The Notehooks of Henry James, ed. by F. O. Matthiesen and K. O. Murdock (New
York, 1947), 44.
^The Zjetters of Henry James ed. by Percy Lubbock (London, 1920), \, 216.
^Elizabeth L. Forbes, "Dramatic Lustrum: A Study of the Effect of Henry James s
Theatrical Experience on His Later Novels," New England Quarterly, XI (March 1938), 109.
7 Letters, I, 255.
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tKose of tKe novelist: tliey are tKought-out, well-contrived, well-turned,
polished. They are not spontaneously of the characters, but from out of
arm-chair seclusion, dilettante-created rather than theatre-created; they add
immeasurably to closet-drama, but detract unfortunately from staged
drama.* Add to this intrinsic weakness the instances of melodrama within
the James plays, and, more distracting, the all-too-many episodes of
"puppetry." Puppetry when used for emphasis by a playwright is often
extremely effective, but when used as a constant means of buttress, gen-
erally for comic effect, it becomes boring reiteration. Such weaknesses of
structure doubtless assisted in James's failure to be well received by the
theatre v^'orld, but in themselves they are perhaps minor. His larger
difficulty lay within himself, with his perspective, with his approach to
the theatre, and his inability to estabhsh rapport.
II
James w^as fastidious and wrote to the fastidious, and, as one student
of James put it, "in the light of the almost total failure of James's pieces to
achieve success, it is interesting to see his extreme confidence in their
practical construction and his firm conviction that they would have an
appeal which would outlast the tastes of contemporary audiences. "° When
he reahzed his drama was not going over, so to speak, he selfishly and
shortsightedly blamed the audience, the theatre. His position was one of
hauteur, an almost pitiable defiance: the reason for his failures, he wrote
WiHiam in 1895, lay with "the abysmal vulgarity and brutality of the
theatre and its regular public. "^° James did not accept, as Somerset
Maugham did, for example, the paramount significance of the audience-
critic.^^ Brander Matthews expressed this requirement made of every
dramatist who aspires to success:
He cannot retire into any ivory tower; he must come down to the market place;
only at his peril can he shrink from meeting his fellow man. He is disquaunea lor the
drama which appeals, has always appealed and always will appeal, to the mass, to the
common herd, if he holds himself aloof, if his sympathy is not sufficient to make him for
the moment one of the throng, to feel as the mass feels, even if he thinks more wisely.
At bottom the drama must be fundamentally democratic . . .^^
In addressing himself to his accustomed public, James the novenst found
too iew of the select "minority" to appreciate his dramatic efforts. As a
novehst ^ perhaps especially as a novelist — , he was inadequately equip-
ped to undertake the drama as a principal field for endeavor. From the
days of his earlier criticism he beheved in the dictum that "an acted play
® Unlike much of Oscar Wilde's epigrammatic witticisms, James's generally depend upon
two or more characters for their humor.
^ John Wagner, "Henry James and the Theatre, " (Unpublished thesis, Duke University.
1949), 24.
^0 Letters. I. 234.
^1 Maugham's position in this respect is interesting. "A play does not exist without an audi-
ence . . . ," he wrote. "A play that does not appeal to an audience may have its merits, but
it is no more a play than a mule is a horse. " The Summing Up (Garden City, 1945), 127.
And: ". . . the audience is for the dramatist the most important of the conventions within which
he must work. " Ibid., 130.
^2 "Henry James and the Theatre, " in Playwrights on Playmaking (New York, 1923), 208.
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is a novel, intensified,"^^ and even after the snortcomings of tlie drama
years, still wrote of the drama as his "most characteristic form. "^* For
James the novehst, action was less important than situation and character
denneation, and, as Alexander Cowie states the observations of a large
number of critics, he "deals with minds instead of people, points of view
instead of action, building plans instead of building materials. "^^ People,
building materials, and action are essential to stage drama. James's pre-
occupation with "situation" when translated into terms of the drama
produced shallow and unconvincing themes, dying away »— as H. M.
Walbrook pithily put it — in "exquisite but undramatic conversation."^^
Through Gabriel Nash in The Tragic Muse James had revealed signifi-
cantly:
People s actions, I know, are. for the most part, the things they do, but mine are
all the things I don't do. There are so many of those, so many, but they don't produce
any effect. And then all the rest are shades ... of impression, of appreciation . . .
My only behavior is my feelings. ^'^
Such a psychical insight is of the utmost value to a novehst of James's
leanings — his characters' actions are, hke Nash's, in varying degrees what
they don't do ^- but to fail to reahze the imphcation of impression and
appreciation for the novel as contrasted with overt action and expository
conversation in the genre of the playwright proved James's shortsighted-
ness. His intense desire to cope with the drama seems to have made
obscure to him the fundamental principles under which he ought to have
been laboring. As a novehst dramatizing, James could not rehnquish his
precious desire for character denneation or social situation. The stage
offered him no room for the broad sweep he had to make, and it offered him
too uttle time in which to make it. His efforts had to be thrown into
ponderous asides, lengthy sohloquies, too many exits and entrances,^* and
anecdotal passages which are sometimes pohshed gems but often theat-
rically awkward. That much of a pubhshed script reads well is due to
the elaborate descriptive passages of principal characters or of settings '— a
device adopted only by the closet-drama, far removed from that of working
scripts needed by managers and directors. These and other factors of con-
struction and substance indicate that the novehst is never forgotten nor
subdued, despite James's concern for writing drama and his quite aggres-
sive assertions that such activity could command his sole attention. His
inabihty to grasp the nature of the difference between the province of the
novehst and that of the dramatist cost him greater achievement as a play-
wright. Commenting on The High Bid (which contains some of James's
most down-to-earth dialogue), H. M. Walbrook said, representatively.
Broadly composed as was The High Bid, its appeal was still chiefly to the fastidious
-— to those who could enjoy not only, for its own sake, a duel of ideals, but also those
"^^The Scenic Ah, ed. by Allan Wade (New Brunswick. 1948), 3.
14 To William. Feb. 6, 1891. Letters. I, 183.
15 Cowie, The Rise of the American Novel (New York, 1948), 705.
16 Walbrook, "Henry James and the Theatre." London Mercury, XX (October 1929), 614.
1^ James, The Tragic Muse (Boston, 1897), I. 32-33.
1^ The almost limitless coming and going on the James stage led Walbrook to remark that
an audience would inevitably catch the contagion and become restless too." (Walbrook, op.
cit., 613.)
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soft rhythms of prose and delicate economies of expression in which Mr. James's plays,
no less than his novels, are so richly charged . . . ^^
As a novelist Ke need not Kave feared, but the playwright can ill afford to
be selective.
Books are only read by one person at a time, and an author can, with an easy
mind, write up or down to a particular type of reader. A play, on the other hand, is
read by two thousand at a sitting, and therefore dare not appeal to only one sort of
artistic ideal. 2^*
Producer John Hare, who almost staged Tenants in the autumn of 1891.
perhaps camie nearer the source of James's difnculties when he suggested
that the natural home for James's plays was the Theatre francais.^^
Thus, three principal reasons for the failure of Henry James to achieve
a position as a dramatist are evident: first, his instinctive and unwitting
use of the novelist's method even while struggling with mastering the
technique of the drama; secondly, too great an attachment for the French
theatre of Dumas. Augier, and Sardou (and a concomitant dependence
upon outmoded English models) ; thirdly, his unfortunate lack of feeling for
the audience as a whole.
The first, as Bernard Shaw observed, is too often the case with writers
who have always worked for publication alone, a failure to understand
that 'as the pen and the vive vox are different instruments, their parts must
be scored accordingly."^^ The second, brought about through an error in
judging the dramatic trends of his times, resulted from his experience as a
critic, and. simply enough, from his personal preferences. "The third
signalized a singular failure on the part of James's own personality adjust-
ment, for, failing to please all the audience, he should not have rebelled:
James was certainly great enough (already) as a novelist and as a critic
to have accepted more gracefully one shortcoming, yet his letters show
that his disgust became increasingly venomous. Long ago (1875) he had
written in the novel Roderick Hudson:
The whole matter of genius is a mystery. It bloweth where it hsteth, and we know
nothing of its mechanism. If it gets out of order we can't mend it: if it breaks down
altogether we can't set it going again. We must let it chose its own pace and hold our
breath lest it should lose its balance. It's dealt out in different doses, in big cups and
little . . . Those of some men last for life; those of others for a couple of years
. . . Nothing is more common than for an artist who has set out on his journey on
a high-stepping horse to find himself all of a sudden dismounted and invited to go his
way on foot . . . Who shall assure me that my credit is for an unlimited sum? Nothing
proves it, and I never claimed it . . . What am I . . . but an experiment? ... I
am prepared for failure . . .^^
This passage James might well have taken to heart, but he seemed to have
forgotten that his genius, too, had to "choose its pace.
"
^^ Walbrook, "Henry James and the English Theatre," Nineteenth Century, LXXX (July,
1916), 145.
20 Ihid.
^^ Alice James, Her Brothers, Her Journal, ed. by Anna R. Burr (New York, 1934), 234.
^^Times Literary Supplement, May 17. 1923. Quoted by Edel, op. cit., 765.
23 James, Rodericfe Hudson (Boston, 1888), 152-53.
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III
Henry James was essentially a novelist and a recognition of his com-
plete "at Komeness" and pre-eminence in his major genre is basic to a full
understanding of James as a playwright. It is hard to concur with the
critics who insist that James ceased being a novehst during the drama
years; rather, he added to his art the experiences of his years as a dramatist.
Neither can he be termed a failure for his having gone through a kind of
artist's blood, sweat, and tears. Secondly, James was a critic — of the
theatre particularly, of society in general. The latter might have offered
him some valuable themes which could have aided a playwright; the former
might have given him an insight into the theatre world had not an aloof-
ness kept him from utihzing this insight if indeed he ever perceived it,
which is doubtful. Thirdly, James was an inveterate theatre-goer; yet, as
a patron of the art, he was singularly uninterested in anything but the
finished spectacle he saw, neatly packaged in assorted acts, behind the
foothghts. He erred in assuming he could come to know the theatre by
studying merely its outward "audience" manifestations. It was as if an
architect w^ere to study an exterior in order to ascertain the composition of
the rooms within. And the dramatist is but an architect: he is not the
carpenter, but it pays him well to know^ workmen exist, and to know how
they will use the materials he designates. A subjective approach to the
theatre, both as an observer and as a critic, James never made nor could
make. Whatever else may be said of it, the theatre does not tolerate con-
descension gladly. The end-product of the dramatist may be delightful,
polished reading (as in the case of some of James's plays) and closet-drama
interesting to the literary historian; but it can never be good theatre for the
multitude beyond the footlights. And it is that multitude beyond the foot-
lights who determine, for good or for ill, v^^hat is "good theatre " — not the
dramatist, how^ever technically "right" his piece may be, however fine his
theme, however earnest his purpose. Without an insight and feeling per-
haps best termed 'backstage consciousness " he utilizes all other talents
to no avail. That lesson James did not or would not learn.
In James's defense, the evidence is available that, regardless of the
mierit of the plays as vehicles for the stage, he was continually faced with
singularly inopportune circumstances. Of those plays which \vere either
produced or written expressly for production, only The American seems to
have been staged vv'ith relative smoothness. The unfortunate opening night
response to Guy Domville, when the majority who respectfully applauded
were drowned out by the untutored minority who jeered, left James initially
despondent. Other plays were beset by disconcerting delays, problems in
casting, or other difficulties in production. At the time of The Outcry, his
chances for success were ostensibly greater than at any other point in
his dramatic career, since he worked vv^ith fellow novelist-dramatists in an
atmosphere of acknowledged experimentation.^^ But his own collapse and
the illness of his brother again brought intervention.
2* An experimental repertory season to whicli James, Shaw, Galsworthy, Granville-Baker,
and Barrie contributed. James's effort went into The Outcry.
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TKat James did not lack the dramatic essence in Kis other work is
attested to by the several highly successful dramatizations that have been
made subsequently. The first, Berkeley Square, drawn by John L. Balders-
ton and J. C. Squire from The Sense of the Past, was done convincingly
by Leshe Howard in the role of Peter Standish, in London in 1926 and
afterwards in New York in 1929." Herbert Griffith adapted The Tragic
Muse to the stage in 1927, and V^ashington Square proved highly accept-
able drama on the stage and as a motion picture, retitled. The Heiress. The
more recent success. The Innocents, an adaptation by Wiuiam Archibald,
brought James's famous ghost story, "The Turn of the Screw," to Broad-
way.^^ Others might be cited.
^^
These productions give rise to an interesting and perhaps pointed
query: how much more firm a position in the theatre would James have
made for his plays had he chosen to look forward rather than backward, to
study, rather than the prevaihng style of the Restoration period and his
predecessors, the new and evolving drama of Ibsen, Shaw, Galsworthy,
Wilde, and Barrie?^^ What would have been the result had James tried
less to mimic the drama of England's past (and somewhat less to feel the
influence of the Comedie Francaise) , and taken up his pen with no more
purpose than to transform his novels and stories into material for the
new stage?
That James could have been a better dramatist had he followed other
idols and been more du theatre, in his attitude as well as in his art, seems
valid. It is a matter for conjecture, then, whether or not the theatre might
well have welcomed a more relaxed, sympathetic playwright, with a
consequent "success" that history has otherwise denied him.
25 See ArtKur Hobson Quinn, A History of the American Drama from, the Civil War to
the Present Time (New York, 1936), 294-296.
26 Starring Sylvia Sidney as the Governess, it opened in New York, February 1930. One of
tbe more interesting reviews is tliat in The New Yorker, XXV (Feb. 13, 1950), 44/46.
2^ Portrait of a Lady, a second adaptation by Archibald tried out in New York early in 1955,
and, more recently, the Theatre Guild considered "Child of Fortune" by Guy Bohon (based on
Wings of the Dove) and "Garden in the Sea," a dramatization by Michael Dyne of James s
The Aspen Papers.
28 Maugham, much hke James, concentrated on the "Restoration thing ' in his plays, but,
unhke James, realized that when he was faUing out with his "collaborators — the directors,




In sad farewell to his precious dead.
Old Joe Ginty bowed his head.
Husk for the wind.
Cob for the rain.
Corn for the farmer
Who planted the grain.
Sweet Mary Ann had loved him so
In hidden years of long ago.
But frowning fortune struck him poor
And Mary Ann loved money more.
So she wedded John, a slave and save.
Who turned his wealth to a drunkard's grave.
Back to Joe, her gentle swain
Whom she easily won to love again.
A fool I am.
A fool am I.
When out of the sun a reckless man
Admired the wealth of Mary Ann,
He witched her heart with his graceful spells,
Wasted her gold on the village belles.
Then borne of the night, of the hobo rail
Came the lonesome call of the steel-horse trail
To thrill his soul with her low-down moan
And he hopped a freight for parts unknown.
So, back to Joe with her woe and fears.
To gentle Joe to dry her tears.
For five full years of Ginty's life
She kept Joe's house as a model wife.
Stillness of beauty adorned her brow.
Under the spell of her marriage vow.
Matronly charm, simple and chaste.
Concealed her spangles, the gild of her taste.
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Tlien young Joe Ginty bougKt more land.
Was forced to hire another hand.
A bully-boy. with teeth hke pearls
Who lusted the dreams of the village girls.
Dear Mary Ann must play with fire.
And, scorched in the flame of her base desire.
Turned her back on the life she had
And fled, one night, with the foreign lad.
Who loves a fool
A fool shall die.
So the days passed by, as the sliding years
Covered Joes hurt with their dusty tears.
Came the winter of life in seeded stand
And Joe stood ripe for the reaper's hand.
Then Joe admitted his work was done
And he sat all day in the kindly sun.
W^hen out of the summer's dusty hell
A stranger paused to rest a spell.
"Mighty fine land." he told old Joe,
"With good, rich soil for the corn to grow.
"But even a land with the finest soil
Might yield no fruit to the farmer's toil.
"Reminds me a bit of humans, too,
Especially a woman I once knew.
"Came from this town (from what she said)
Married a farmer for board and bread.
"But she couldn't rest in this peaceful spot.
So she changed her love for a gypsy's lot,
"Only to learn, as time went by.
There's more to life than a lecher's eye.
"So she switched and turned, from hand to hand
But she brought no joy to any man.
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"Her soil was good, but Ker narvest bad
Her only crop was the farmer lad."
In the quiet space of the noon-day heat,
Old Joe smiled at his heart's quick beati
"That woman, friend. Where does she stay?
I'll wager she never went far away.
"
But the stranger laughed, and rubbed his cheek,
"She's dead. She died in a drunken sleep.
"
A fool there is.
A fool am I.
Who loves a fool
A fool shall die.
Old Joe Ginty bowed his head
In sad farewell to his precious dead.
All the IVoble Substance of a Doubt
. . . for Amelia Brancato Reino
• Joseph Reino
What quiet wine shall quell this dry desire?
Quell and cool this tongue?
Strike but once ROMAN
for Pilate's disbelief, the instant spear,
for this is no rock to be tapped on
with a double doubt, thou no rod of God,
Rome no desert that dries in the Tiber.
This the love-of-Ioves that loves to folly,
this is he, thy caesar, who bleeds for thee.
And this is manly. No unexpected
flood of water turned to wine turned to blood
turned to Tiber for Longinus. ROMAN
this is the quiet way to sway the eyes
dry for a sign. Moses tapped twice for less.
Retired Gentleman
# Thomas Adams
HE PAUSED and stared at Kiswrinkled, white hand. Shift-
ing his gaze, he methodically,
almost mechanically, rell into an
inspection of the store. There was
always something wrong '— today it
was a cracked apple basket. He
didn't tell Dom about it because the
traffic circle was on his mind, and it
was much more important. He had
even stopped home to tell his wife
about the circle before he had come
to the fruit store.
"Yessir, Dom, it's hard to believe.
You'd think those city engineers
would have more sense."
"Yeah," said Dom as he looked
up at the man. "You think a man
would have more sense.
"
' Makes you wonder what goes
on at City Hall."
Dom shook his head. "Some-
times I wonder. " He was stacking
grapefruits on a rack.





"With all those fertihzers and
chemicals they stick in the ground
nowadays, it's a wonder anything
comes up. " Frank flicked his cigar
and a big ash splattered on the clean
wooden floor. The old man watched
Dom open a ne'w crate. "I'm gonna
tell Corcoran about it when I see
him tonight."
"What's he know^ about grape-
fruits?
"
"No, no, about the traffic circle."
Frank puffed on his cigar; he was
a little annoyed.
"Oh."
Frank looked out the store win-
dow^. A bus had parked across the
street, and discharged a lady pas-
senger. He watched it move away
leaving a trail of blue smoke. He
looked at his pocket watch and
decided that it was time to take
a walk.
Outside, he stood on the corner
and looked across the street. There
was a barber shop on the opposite
corner with a mailbox next to it.
He wondered why they had re-
painted all the mailboxes from green
to red, white, and blue. It seemed
pretty stupid to waste all that time
and money just so they would be
the same color as the nag.
He remembered it had been a
very hot day last summer when the
young man came to paint them.
Beads of sweat had dropped from
the young man's forehead to the
ground, and his shirt was wet on
his back. Frank had asked the
painter why the change was taking
place, and the young man had
looked at him and said that he
didn't know why, and that he didn't
give a damn anyway except it was
hot. After that neither of them
said anything.
The mailman wouldn't be around
for another hour at least, he thought.
He looked in both directions, and
then started down the street. Next
to the fruit store there was a garden
bordered by a thin, even line of
hedge, just about waist high.
The grass must have been cut
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recently, and its eJges were trim-
med where it met the concrete cross-
walk. In the center of the garden
was a large marble fountain with a
statue of some sort of maiden, arms
outstretched as if she were welcom-
ing the whole world. One of her
ears was missing, he noticed, and
he concluded that the thing looked
ridiculous.
He started walking again, think-
ing about what the committee man,
Corcoran, would say about the
circle.
He walked down three blocks un-
til the houses became interspersed
with small bankrupt-looking stores,
and equally shabby diners with
hand-painted, crooked-lettered signs
sticking in the windows. Finally,
turning left at a corner, he found
himself on the familiar main street
of the city. As he progressed toward
the center of the business area, the
stores became larger and larger, each
more "Reduced in Price" than the
other. The diners became lunch-
eonettes, clean and crowded. He
entered a feve-and-ten cent store
that looked, he thought, as if it
were made out of glass.
Anxious and hesitant shoppers
skirted the maze of counters and
aisles. He proceeded down the cen-
ter aisle to the escalators, then to
the left where the lunch counter
stood. The counter was clean, so
he placed one elbow on it. He
ordered a sandvv^ich, and continued
his survey of the store.
He wondered why some people
walked on the escalator instead of
standing still and letting the thing
do its job. He remembered a few
weeks ago when a little boy had
descended and noticed the stop but-
ton at the base of the movable
railing. The boy had looked up at
the people coming down, some
walking on the moving steps, then
he pushed the button. The people
who had been walking all seemed
to have stepped in a hole, while the
others just stood, bewildered, em-
barrassed, or irritated. Finally every-
body walked down. When the
repairmen came to get the thing
started again, Frank told them not
to bother since most people walked
on it anyway.
He suddenly realized that he had
missed the mailman, and he decided
to start the walk back.
When he returned to the barber
shop on the corner, he took his
station next to the mailbox, and
looked for some diversion to pass
the time until Corcoran came home.
He lit a fresh cigar and then he
heard the grating roar. The man
watched the corner, and at the
height of the roar, the little boy
came speeding around on his scooter.
The scooter was an orange crate
nailed to a single narrow piece of
wood. The wheels of a disconnected
roller skate were fastened to the
front and back of the narrovi^ piece.
On the front of the crate there were
two tin cans which served as head-
lights. The old man decided that
the wheels of the skates were
crooked, and that the thing was
rather flimsy.
The boy parked his scooter, rested
one hand on his bolstered pistol,
and eyed the man and the street
with a suspicious look. He tilted
his straw cowboy hat back with
the other hand, and let out a great
sigh. He wore a tee shirt and dun-
garees, belt, holster, and boots. The
holster, which contained a shiny
toy pistol, was tied to his leg with a
white shoestring. Suddenly he
jerked the gun from his holster.
Then the boy replaced the gun,
hopped on his scooter, and sped
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past the old man and down tne
street. He traveled halfway down
the block, then he stopped and
turned to watch the man. A bus
had stopped on the corner, and
three men got on. The man nodded
to them, then he turned back to the
boy. He was still \vatching, and as
the bus pulled away, the httle boy
started back toward the corner.
The boy looked determined as he
parked his scooter again. He faced
the old man, with one hand on his
gun. "How come you never get on
a bus, mister?"
"Because I'm not waiting for a
bus."
The boy looked down at the
ground. He kicked a nttle pebble
w^ith his foot,
"Then why are you always stand-
ing on this corner?"
It occurred to the old man that
he didn't kno^v why. He grew irri-
tated at his inability to answer, or
to say anything. He puffed on his
cigar, and looked down the street.
A car drove by and the little boy
fired six shots at it.
"The boy looked back at the old
man. He still had a determined
look. "Don't you have a job, mis-
ter?"
"Why, uh . . . no. I'm retired;
I used to have a job but now I'm
finished."
"Oh. " The boy paused and
looked down the street, then he
shifted his stance. He pulled his
tee shirt out of his pants and wiped
his nose.
"Don't you have a handkerchief?"
"Sure. " The boy pulled a neat
white square out of his back pocket.
"Then why don't you use it?
"
The old man felt a little better now.
"I do use it . . . for a mask." He
replaced the handkerchief, and
stuffed in his tee shirt. "What do
you do now, mister?"
It occurred to the old man that
he couldn't answer. Only he didn't
grow angry or irritated. He thought
of another little boy pressing a but-
ton, and causing people to stop and
look at themselves. He looked
across the street at the maiden in
the garden. She stood looking
pathetic and patient, arms out-
stretched as if she awaited some-
thing w something she couldn't ask
for. The ear was still missing, and
he wondered if it could be fixed.
He looked back at the little boy.
That s a nice scooter you have.
Did you make it yourself?"
' Sure did . . . my father helped
a little, though. He lent me the
tools." The boy tilted the scooter
back on the two hind wheels to
show how the skates were fastened.
Nice job.
"
'And it's good and strong too."
The boy bounced the front end off
the ground a few times. "See?"
The man nodded. "It sure is."
"Do you know what I'd do if I
was old and didn't have to work?"
"No, what?"
I d go out West where there's
lots of big rocks and horses and
rocky hills and everything, and boy,
would I have fun!"
That sounds like a fine idea.'
The old man was almost laughing.
"That's what I'm gonna do all
right . . . W^ell, I gotta be goin' . . .
bonus notches, amigoJ" The grating
roar went around the corner and
faded.
The old man stood on the corner
for a while, smoking a cigar. After
a ^vhile, he looked down the street
to his left in the direction of Cor-
coran's house. He saw the commit-
teeman's car parked out front. Then
he crossed the street to his right and
walked along the row of hedges.
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His ^vife was leaning over the
kitchen stove, peering into a steam-
ing pot.
"I've been doing some thinking
toJay. " He looked at her hack, wait-
ing for a comment. "Are you as-
tening to me?'
"I'm listening, hut I have to watch
supper."
"I think . . ." He inhaled deeply
from his cigar, and watched the
blue smoke curl over the flowery
table cloth. He stared at the printed
flowers, all placed evenly in straight
lines, on the green background.
"I mean . . . well . . . " He rolled
the cigar in his fingers, and focused
his eyes on it. so that the tablecloth
background blurred, with only the
dominant color green standing out.
An arm placed a steaming cup of
soup in front of him and broke in
on the green.
He looked up at his wife, and he
became aware of the patience she
had w^ith him. He knew^ she hadn't
really listened to him in a long time;
but he would never have learned
this from her. She stood there, as
always, waiting for the time he
would come home.
"Did you see Corcoran today?
'
She walked back to the stove.
"No."
^
"NO?" She turned and stared
directly at him, and he knew she
was listening now.
"No."
Lines for Sibelius' Sixth Symphony
• Samuel Hazo
Faint flutes and contrapuntal violins
evoke the flow of fjords to the sea
serenely in Finlandia and mountains
plunging shoreless, woodless, iceberg-sheer
into a channel.
A snare drum pulsates sacred as a heart,
its tympany subdued vi'hile trumpets vie,
violas, cellos trill, and clarinets
rejoice repressless as epiphanies ^
antiphonal
as psalmody pitched by a tension of strings
and bows like sibilant -wind in the Finnish North
where Viking lakes beyond the isles of pine




The crooked pear tree, worn and old.
Unfailingly eacK autumn bears
Her comic crop of scrubby pears
For men to scorn and boys to scold.
Yet every May sbe bas ber bour.
Is clad in wbite, bas ecstasies
Witb all tbe well-bred orcbard trees
Born witb far bappier fruiting power.
Tben wrotb at baving softened so
To give ber wbiteness. tbe beavens frown
In slate-blue bardness bearing down
Witb balf a mind to strike ber low.
But not as one in borrowed lace.
Nor poor ana apologizing guest.
But proudly does sbe face tbe west.
Claiming ber rigbt to love and grace.
Against all doom, witb cool precision
Or w^et leaf, rain-blow, silver fine
Sbe seems all courage caugbt in line.
Naked and startling as a vision.
And clear as in a pool, ber beart
Is full of nested cbafnncbes:
In ber tbey trust, not otber trees.
Tbey trust ber wben tbe blizzards freeze,
Tbey trust ber wben tbe ligbtnings dart.
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Bring Hither Thy Hand into My Side
. . , for T. S. Eliot
• Joseph Reino
April was the cruelest month for Tnomas.
So long as the hard Kana lay in the tomb
of the lost, and the heart failed to lighten,
so long as nights and days, like thought, settled
down to desires, and desires overcast
by the gravity of the quiet slant
^- there always remained for him remembrance,
always at least the possibility
of prophecies, always the last glance back
to subtleties of spring that might have been.
Are the gods hollow? The white ash brought down
by the fore-thinker, hidden in a reed,
is the eternal cold of an open tomb.
Theft
• Brother D. Adelbert, F.S.C.
When the cautious sun
Peers through the slatted clouds
That blind my window
And levers his beam
To try my door
To reach my sleep.
When with golden key
He masters the locks and latches
Of my eyes
And my wealth becomes his,
I dial my fear.
But over the urban roofs
Already he invents escape.
And my window opens only to the sirens
Of the glaring day.
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